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A fulfilling 4 days community service trip to 

Cambodia Phnom Penh from 22 to 26 June 

made this Summer vacation a true 

highlight in my travel diary. 

Cambodia, one of Asia’s most magnificent 

early civilizations, the mighty Khmer 

empire of Angkor, sets the rich history of 

this 15.9 million population country. Today, 

millions of visitors pour into Cambodia to 

visit the legendary temples of Khmer 

empire, the national identity of this rapid 

growing country. 

My focus for this trip was however not to see the difference of this beautiful country versus mine but to 

make a difference with a local school, the third one in fact, built to provide free education to the poor 

children who could not afford to go to school. 

I am a Chong De volunteer for close to 10 

years and had the opportunity to join this 

summer Overseas Community Project co-

organized by Chong De Cultural Society and 

Singapore Team of OMT Group.  

The 3 days program was very comprehensive 

including wall construction, mural wall 

painting, education program and telematches 

with the adorable children!  

Under hot scorching sun, at temperature of 

34~36, the volunteers brave the heat mixing 

cement, layering bricks, plastering the raw 

wall constructed n finishing with coats of 

paint. Our patience was put on test painting 

the mural walls almost squatting down throughout the entire day! Filling up the planters with soil, 

fertilizers n young budding plants complete the landscaping task for the school. 



Interaction with the children on Day 2 makes 

me feel how fortunate modern city children 

are. The children worked through the 

worksheets meticulously under the teenage 

engulf with heat. They participated furiously in 

the station games planned with thunderous 

cheering, screaming and excitement!  

 

Through the children eyes, I see their hunger for 

learning. Seeing them dashed to the finishing line, I see 

their determination to perform every task to their best. 

These simple activity and games made their day!! They 

linger around the school with the gifts of stationary 

prepared by OMT, refusing to leave until our bus drove 

off and wave the final goodbye! 

After 2 days of hard work, all volunteers were treated to a Gala-Dinner to celebrate the accomplishment 

of the service. We also had an impromptu visit to the Cambodia Palace and Russian Market which was 

not in the plan. Thanks to the super helpful, friendly and knowledgeable local guide arranged by 

Cambodia Team of OMT Group.  

The entire trip was planned seamlessly and went smoothly. Staff and local partners of OMT went on 

extra mile to get their hands dirty helping out in the field work. I truly experienced and witnessed that 

Love and Compassion is the cement 

of the universe. Learn to Give; Learn 

to love ~ Like an angel from above!!! 

I thank Chong De Volunteers and all 

staffs of OMT Group for this 

wonderful n meaningful experience 

and for sure I look forward to the 

next trip to travel n make a 

difference in the country I land!  

Cheers!!!--  

Warm Regards, 
Sharon Huang 
(Volunteer in-charge) 


